
PLAN YEAR 2017 REPORT TO PARTICIPANTS AND STAKEHOLDERS 

 

MISSION AND VALUES STATEMENTS 
 

The Public Employees’ Benefits Program (PEBP) provides health insurance benefits to State of 

Nevada employees, retirees, and their dependents, as well as employees, retirees, and their 

dependents from participating local governments. 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Recognizing the fiduciary responsibility of the Board, the Program shall design and manage a 

group health and life insurance program centered around the people we serve, promote a healthy 

population and protect members from medical related catastrophic financial loss. 

 

VALUES STATEMENTS 

• PEBP strives to be an innovative health and life benefits program. 

• PEBP believes that protection from catastrophic healthcare expense to the participant is core 

to the program. 

• PEBP believes that personal responsibility is a cornerstone to the health and welfare of its 

members.  

• PEBP commits to providing tools to assist participants in managing their healthcare 

resources. 

• PEBP commits to maintaining transparency regarding the operation and finances of the plan. 

• PEBP commits to a clear communication of program design to all stakeholders. 

• PEBP commits to making available options for voluntary ancillary employee benefits as 

deemed appropriate by the Board [within statutory confines]. 

 

2017 OVERVIEW 

 

PEBP continued to provide a Consumer Driven Health Plan (CDHP) alongside a Health 

Maintenance Organization (HMO) for active employees and non-Medicare retirees while 

covering Medicare retirees through an individual market exchange.  

 

The CDHP experienced reduced costs on a per member per month basis in Plan Year 2017 

(PY17) versus Plan Year 2016 (PY16). Some of the factors include: 

1. Increased population (4.2% participants, 4.7% covered lives) did not utilize the plan 

at the same rate as the existing population. On average these new lives cost the plan 

$90 less per member per month than the other members.  
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2. PEBP paid on average 3.8% less per member per month for medical and dental 

benefits. The savings were $10 per member per month totaling $4.9 million.  

3. PEBP paid an increase of 3.5% per member per month for pharmacy benefits, 

however with rebates applied, PEBP paid 3% less per member per month. The 

savings were $1.63 per member per month totaling $760,000.    

4. The plan experienced a decrease of 3.8% in total high cost claims (>$100,000), with a 

decrease of 9% of high cost claims per capita. The plan paid 3.2% less on average per 

high cost claim.   

5. The plan experienced a decrease of 1.7% in inpatient (hospital) costs.  

6. The plan experienced a decrease of 1.8% in outpatient costs. 

7. Emergency Room visits per capita decreased by 0.6%. 

8. Urgent Care visits per capita decreased 4.3% 

9. In-network Medical utilization remained relatively flat: 

a. In-network providers decreased from 96% in PY16 to 95.9% in PY17. 

b. Average in-network discounts on services increased from 61.6% to 63% off 

billed charges.  

10. In-network Dental providers were utilized more: 

a. In-network providers increased from 93.8% in PY16 to 94.4% in PY17. 

b. Average in-network discount increased to 24.3%. 

 

In summary, PEBP’s CDHP experienced a great year with cost containment strategies and 

substantial in-network discount services.  

 

Overall enrollment in PEBP increased 2% in PY 2017.  Current enrollment is depicted in the 

chart below: 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 

NEW PHARMACY BENEFITS MANAGER (PBM) 

 

Starting July 1, 2016, PEBP’s contract with Express Scripts began and PEPB’s contract with 

Catamaran/Optum ended. PEBP replaced its PBM on the CDHP with a goal to save more money 

and receive more rebates, lowering the costs to the member, the plan, and ultimately the Nevada 

taxpayer. PEBP successfully negotiated reduced administrative fees, lower cost pharmacy 

clinical programs, and specialty drug rebates during the initial implementation. The following 

results occurred: 

 

PBM Comparison 

Plan 

Year 

Vendor Plan 

Cost 

Members Plan 

Cost 

PMPM 

Rebates Net 

Cost 

Net 

PMPM 

Net 

PMPM 

Savings 

Total 

Savings 

2016 Catamaran $26.5 

million 

38,884 $56.76 $900k $25.6 

million 

$54.84   

2017 Express 

Scripts 

$28.8 

million 

40,996 $58.76 $2.7 

million 

$26 

million 

$53.21 $1.63 $762k 

 

 

Trend 

Plan Year Vendor Plan Cost Net Cost 

2017 Express Scripts 3.5% -3.0% 

 

NEW OUT-OF-STATE PPO NETWORK 

 

Starting July 1, 2016, PEBP moved from First Health to Aetna’s national PPO network for PEBP 

members on the CDHP who reside outside of Nevada. PEBP was projected to save 

approximately $2 million on 810 primary participants. The network claims for Plan Year 2016 

have been analyzed and repriced per PEBP’s independent health claim auditor and PEBP has 

saved $2,053,200. PEBP has received no complaints nor has any indication the member 

experience outside of Nevada has been negatively affected.  

 

NEW VIRTUAL VISIT TELEMEDICINE PROVIDER 

 

Starting July 1, 2016, PEBP implemented Doctor-on-Demand, a virtual visit provider connecting 

CDHP members face-to-face with a board-certified doctor (typically within minutes) or licensed 

psychologist (by appointment) on a smartphone, tablet, or computer through live video. 

Members were treated for conditions like: 

 Cold and Flu 

 Bronchitis and Sinus Issues 

 Upset Stomach 

 Rashes and Skin Issues 

 Asthma and Allergies 

 Anxiety and Depression 
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During Plan Year 2017, 600 Doctor-on-Demand visits occurred with an average satisfaction 

rating of 4.7 out of 5, saving members the time and cost to see their primary care doctor, urgent 

care, or an emergency room visit.  

 

NATIONAL RECOGNITION 

 

PEBP received an award from the State and Local Government Benefits Association (SALGBA) 

for innovation for 2016. Every year SALGBA challenges benefit programs to submit successes 

to be recognized, acknowledged, and utilized as a best practice by other public sector entities. 

Last year, PEBP implemented a new program to help members with chronic disease receive 

critical drug infusions from high quality, low cost providers throughout Nevada. In partnership 

with our third party administrators (HealthSCOPE Benefits and Express Scripts Inc.), we were 

able to save the program over $800,000 while honoring each member's right to choose where 

they received their care. PEBP applied (along with 32 other entities) for the award in January 

2017 and won first place at the SALGBA Annual National Conference in May 2017. 

 

BIENNIAL BUDGET AND 79TH LEGISLATIVE SESSION 

 

PEBP experienced successful results in the 79th Legislative Session creating positive impacts for 

participants over the next two years. The two largest impacts were Senate Bill (SB) 502 making 

adjustments to the PEBP Board and PEBP’s procurement process and the inclusion of General 

Funds in the PEBP budget to help offset increasing non-state retiree premiums.  

 

The Agency Request Budget was developed and submitted on September 1, 2016 and thereafter 

reviewed and analyzed by the Governor’s Finance Office for inclusion in the Governor’s 

Recommended Budget for the 2018-2019 biennium. PEBP’s budget was approved by the 

Legislature with some key issues addressed: 

1. Non-State non-Medicare retirees (“orphans”) were approved for premium increase relief. 

The Legislature appropriated funding to sync non-state retiree premiums with similarly 

situated state retirees to address unaffordable annual premium increases. A 4-year phase 

in approach will shift state appropriations to non-state employer increased contributions.    

2. Increased State contributions (subsidy) were approved by the Legislature providing PEBP 

the ability to set CDHP rates for Plan Year 2018 flat for all participants and shift 

enhanced benefits scheduled to sunset to the base plan. PEBP was also able to reduce 

HMO premium increases with additional State contributions.  

3. The PEBP Board membership was structurally changed replacing the local government 

representative with a second Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) representative 

and replacing the Director of the Governor’s Finance Office with the Director of 

Administration. Additionally, the requirements to become Board members were changed 

with additional ways to meet previous experience requirements and the new requirement 

for employee representatives to be appointed from the classified service positions of the 

State.  

4. The procurement process for PEBP was revised to provide an opportunity for PEBP 

Board members to participate in confidential evaluation committees and the alignment 

with awarding contracts with the rest of the State.
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There were 16 new bills introduced this session affecting PEBP. PEBP was successful in 

ensuring all of these bills became or remained advantageous to our membership, testifying 

repeatedly, developing fiscal impacts, and having private conversations with Legislators to 

educate and influence positive outcomes. The PEBP Board met every two weeks discussing each 

of these bills providing clear direction to PEBP staff to help maintain the protection of our 

members and the long-term sustainability of our program.  

 

ADDITIONAL IN-PERSON ASSISTANCE 

 

To provide better customer service to PEBP retirees, PEBP implemented multiple in-person 

assistance opportunities throughout Plan Year 2017. PEBP negotiated with Towers Watson to 

emplace a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA) Specialist in PEBP’s Carson City Office 

one week a month for appointments and walk-ins. PEBP also developed weekly pre-Medicare 

informational sessions at the PEBP office to assist members aging into retirement and navigating 

the transition onto the Towers Watson Exchange.  

 

CONTRACTING  

 

Express Scripts 

PEBP signed a new Pharmacy Benefits Manager (see above in accomplishments) who began 

providing services to CDHP members in July 2016.  

 

Hometown Health Plan and Health Plan of Nevada 

PEBP developed a Request for Proposal (RFP) for statewide/regional HMO services to continue 

providing alternate plans to our members. After a robust solicitation, both incumbents 

(Hometown Health Plan and Health Plan of Nevada) were selected and awarded a 4-year 

contract to provide a singular statewide HMO plan design and an alternate HMO offering to 

reduce premium costs.  

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

 

Phone Calls, Walk-ins, and Emails 

PEBP received approximately 45,000 phone calls in Plan Year 2017. The average time to answer 

calls was 13 seconds and the abandoned call rate was under 1%. These figures exceed industry 

standards and the performance guarantees included in our vendor contracts (30 seconds and 3% 

respectively). PEBP also received 1,548 total walk-ins during the same time period. In addition 

to phone calls, members also contact PEBP member services through email via the PEBP 

website.  In plan year 2017, PEBP received over 13,000 emails, a 63% increase over the prior 

year.   

 

In-person Education and Outreach 

During the month of May, 533 state employees attended a series of open enrollment meetings 

across the state hosted by PEBP staff and vendors. The presentation material was also made 

available on the PEBP website in order to make it accessible to those who could not attend.  
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Additionally, it provided State Human Resources and Agency Representatives a tool to be able 

to assist employees with any benefits and open enrollment related questions.   

 

 

FISCAL YEAR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 

PEBP exceeded many of the PY17 performance indicators, to include expense ratio, generic drug 

utilization, and in-network medical and dental utilization. PEBP did not meet its goal of 118.85% 

claims loss ratio (designed to spend down excess reserves) as PEBP continues to analyze and 

implement cost savings measures which offset the ability to spend down reserves.  

 

Performance Measures Goal Actual 

Expense Ratio 4.89% 4.75% 

Claims Loss Ratio 118.85% 102.48% 

Generic Drug Utilization 81% 86% 

Medical In-Network 

Utilization 93% 96% 

Dental In-Network 

Utilization 91% 94% 

Appeals per 1,000 

Participants 0.1 0.26 
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PROGRAM FINANCES 
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2017 FINANCIAL OVERVIEW 

 

The Program continues to maintain financial solvency with fully funded Incurred But Not Paid 

(IBNP) reserves for each of the last thirteen plan years and a fully funded Catastrophic reserve 

for each of the last eleven plan years.  As of June 30, 2017, there were 27.6 million dollars in the 

Program above those required reserve levels on a budgetary basis (cash as opposed to accrual). 

 

PEBP derived its revenue in Fiscal Year 2017 from three primary sources:  State Subsidies 

(52%); Employee, Retiree and Non-State Employer Contributions (19%), and funds carried 

forward from Previous Years (28%).  

 

Program revenues can only be spent on Program expenses.  In Fiscal Year 2017, the expenses of 

the Program were:  Self-Funded Administration, Claims and Health Savings Accounts and 

Health Reimbursement Arrangement Contributions (49%), Fully Insured Premiums (22%), and 

Agency Operations (2%).  The balance, approximately 27%, was reserved and carried forward to 

Fiscal Year 2017. 

 

RESERVE UTILIZATION 

 

The conservative financial policies advocated by the actuarial consultants and adopted by the 

Board, the adoption of plan design changes when necessary to balance increasing medical costs, 

and the responsible funding of benefit enhancements ensure the plan is run in a fiscally prudent 

manner. As part of the annual rate setting process, the Board determines how to utilize any 

reserves accumulated in excess of those actuarially required to maintain the financial solvency of 

the Program.  

 

In November 2015, the Board approved the Plan Benefit Design for Plan Year 2017 (beginning 

July 1, 2016). The rates were approved in March 2016 and included the continuation of the 

following enhancements: 

 Decrease CDHP deductible from $1,900 individual/$3,800 family to $1,500/ $3,000 

($2.3 million); 

 Increase co-insurance rate from 75% plan/25% participant to 80%/20% after the 

deductible is met ($1.7 million); 

 One annual vision screening examination not subject to deductible or co-insurance for 

CDHP participants ($1.4 million); 

 Increase the dental annual maximum benefit from $1,000 to $1,500 ($3.4 million); 

 Increase basic group life insurance benefit from $10k to $25k for employees and from 

$5k to $12.5k for retirees ($3.5 million); 

 Additional HSA and HRA contributions ($15.2 million); and 

 Medicare Part B premium credits for retirees enrolled in the CDHP or HMO ($1.1 

million). 

 

The Board anticipated a close to complete spend down of excess reserves and the sun setting of 

enhanced benefits to the program. 
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FUTURE CHALLENGES 

 

HMO PLAN RISK 

 

Almost every year, the fully insured HMO plan offerings increase rates and this last year has 

proven to be the worst for PEBP’s southern Nevada HMO plan. The risk has increased so high 

the costs experienced by HMO members in southern Nevada are cresting a 20% increase from 

the previous year. Even though PEBP has provided some plan relief by setting a statewide HMO 

plan design with increased member cost share for specialty drugs, something will need to change 

if the HMO plans will continue to be affordable to members in the coming years. If the southern 

Nevada HMO is unsustainable and exits PEBP, the northern Nevada HMO which relies on the 

blended rates will lose the subsidization and potentially leave as well as their higher costs would 

dissuade all but the most costly unhealthy members. It isn’t “if” something should be done – it’s 

“when.”  

 

FINAL DISPOSITION OF THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT (ACA) 

 

With the election of Donald Trump as our nation’s President and the majority control of both 

houses of Congress with the Republican Party, an opportunity to repeal the ACA has already 

seen multiple iterations. There have been multiple bills introduced to repeal and replace, repeal 

only, and the House passed a bill that ultimately failed in the Senate. With all the uncertainty, 

PEBP will need to remain vigilant, flexible, and ready to pivot if the ACA changes or becomes 

repealed altogether.  
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